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van der Waals dephasing for Dicke subradiance in cold atomic clouds
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We investigate numerically the role of near-field dipole-dipole interactions on the late-emission dynamics
of large disordered cold atomic samples driven by a weak field. Previous experimental and numerical studies
of subradiance in macroscopic samples have focused on low-density samples of pure two-level atoms, without
internal structure, which corresponds to a scalar representation of the light. The cooperative nature of the late
emission of light is then governed by the resonant optical depth. Here, by considering the vectorial nature of
the light, we show the detrimental role of the near-field terms on cooperativity in higher-density samples. The
observed reduction in the subradiant lifetimes is interpreted as a signature of the inhomogeneous broadening due
to the near-field contributions, in analogy with the van der Waals dephasing phenomenon for superradiance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collective effects in light-atom interactions are at the focus
of intense research, not only for their potential applications
to quantum optics and photonics [1,2] but also for the open
fundamental questions in classical electrodynamics, with the
unexpected optical response of a dense atomic gas [3–6], or in
mesoscopic physics, such as the Anderson localization of light
[7]. Among the surprising results reported in the last years in
the linear-optics regime, it has been shown that the near-field
contribution of the dipole-dipole interaction, which becomes
important at high density, could prevent Anderson localization
of light in three dimensions (3D) [8–11], and even in two
dimensions (2D) [12,13]. In addition, this contribution may be
responsible for the failure of the traditional homogenization
and mean-field approaches used to describe the steady-state
response of a dense atomic gas [3,4]. Finally, it also leads
to the saturation of the atomic susceptibility at increasing
densities [14,15].

Regarding the dynamical response of a dense atomic cloud,
a seminal study by Dicke introduced the concepts of super-
radiance and subradiance, corresponding to accelerated and
slowed-down decay of the excitation for an initially fully
inverted system [16]. In that case too, it has been shown later
that the near-field terms of the dipole-dipole interaction break
the symmetry properties of the collective states in subwave-
length samples, leading to a reduced superradiance [17–19].
Practically, the near-field terms induces an inhomogeneous
broadening of the eigenvalue spectrum, and the resulting detri-
mental effect on superradiance is sometimes called “van der
Waals dephasing” [20].

More recently, studies on superradiance and subradiance
have focused on the situation of a weakly excited system,
either with one quantum of excitation [21], or with a coherent
weak driving field (“linear-optics regime”) and using very
dilute samples [22–25]. In these configurations, the subradiant

decay rate is governed only by the resonant optical depth of
the sample b0, while both the superradiant decay rate and the
superradiant excitation dynamics [26,27] depend on b0 and
on the detuning � of the driving field with respect to the
atomic transition. Thus, the macroscopic optical properties of
the cloud, rather than the local details, determine its optical
response.

On the other hand, the response of macroscopic dense sam-
ples has been studied in the context of Anderson localization
[11,28], for which there is a density threshold. Moreover, sub-
radiance close to the Dicke limit, i.e., with a sample size close
to the wavelength, has recently been observed experimentally,
although not in the linear-optics regime, and a scaling of the
subradiant lifetime with the atom number has been reported
[29].

In this paper, we investigate the role of the near-field
interaction on the subradiant dynamics at increasing densi-
ties, yet for clouds larger than the optical wavelength. More
specifically we consider macroscopic disordered samples of
intermediate densities such that both the near-field and far-
field terms of the dipole-dipole interaction compete. The
main result is that the long subradiant lifetimes are reduced
at increasing densities when the coupling of the near-field
terms are accounted for. Indeed, near-field terms also induce
a strong inhomogeneous broadening on the long-lived part
of the eigenvalue spectrum, which is not observed in the
scalar light model. The strong analogy between the role of
near-field interactions on the superradiant and subradiant dy-
namics leads us to interpret our observations as van der Waals
dephasing for subradiance.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we
recall the vectorial- and scalar-light microscopic models for
light scattering on ultracold point-like atoms, often called
coupled-dipole equations (CDEs). In Sec. III, we show how
the subradiant lifetime depends on the cloud properties, and
in particular on its density, for each model. The eigenvalue
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distribution of the corresponding effective Hamiltonian is
computed to support the interpretation in terms of inhomoge-
neous broadening. An Appendix on the impact of close pairs
of atoms is included, to make clear the many-atom nature of
the subradiance discussed in the body of the paper.

II. MICROSCOPIC MODEL

A. Coupled-dipole equations

We consider a system of N identical four-level atoms with
ground state |Jg = 0, mg = 0〉 coupled to triple-degenerate ex-
cited states |Je = 1, me = 0,±1〉 by the electric field, with a
coupling provided by the dipole transition moment. Atoms
are treated as point-like particles with fixed positions r j ,
where j = 1, . . . , N , and with transition frequency ω0 = ck0,
where k0 is the wave vector of the atomic dipole transition.
The incident electric field is a plane-wave laser beam de-
scribed by Ein = EL exp(ikL · r j − iωLt ), characterized by its
amplitude EL, polarization ε̂L (with EL = ELε̂L), wave vec-
tor kL = kL ẑ (kL ≈ ω0/c and ẑ used as a quantization axis),
and frequency ωL detuned by � = ωL − ω0 from the atomic
transition. We here use the spherical basis, with unit vectors
ê± = ∓1/

√
2(êx ± iêy), and ê0 = êz. Throughout this work

we use right-hand circular polarization for the laser beam:
ε̂L = ê−1.

Our focus is here on a weak driving, when the system
presents a linear response to the field, i.e., the linear optics
regime. The optical response of the system is given by a set of
3N coupled-dipole equations (CDEs) [30–33]:

β̇
ζ
j =

(
i� − �0

2

)
β

ζ
j − i

d

h̄
ê∗
ζ · EL exp (ikL · r j )

− �0

2

∑
m �= j

∑
η

Gζ ,η(r jm)βη
m, (1)

with j, m ∈ �1, N�, and r jm = r j − rm is the distance vector
between atoms j and m. The Green’s function reads

Gζ ,η(r) = 3

2

exp (ik0r)

ik0r

{[
δζ ,η − r̂ζ r̂∗

η

]

+ [
δζ ,η − 3r̂ζ r̂∗

η

][ i

k0r
− 1

(k0r)2

]}
, (2)

where ζ , η ∈ (±1, 0) are the spherical-basis components,
d is the electric-dipole transition matrix element, �0 =
d2k3

0/3h̄πε0 is the single-atom decay rate, and r̂ζ = êζ · r̂
represents the component of the unit vector r/r along the
direction ζ = 0,±1. Kernel (2) contains both far-field (1/r)
and near-field contributions (1/r2 and 1/r3). The dipole com-
ponents β

ζ
j represent the amplitude of the induced oscillating

atomic dipole, and therefore the scattered electric field at
position r = rn̂ can be obtained from the emission of dipoles:

E ζ
sc(r, t ) = −i

dk3
0

6πε0

∑
j

∑
η

Gζ ,η(r − r j )β
η
j (t ). (3)

The scalar approximation of the coupled-dipole model,
which disregards the vectorial nature of light (i.e., its polar-
ization) and the internal Zeeman structure of the atoms, is
obtained by averaging Gζ ,η(r jm) in Eq. (2) over random ori-

entations of the pairs of atoms j and m. In the case ζ = η, one
obtains 〈r̂ζ r̂∗

η〉 = 1/3, while 〈r̂ζ r̂∗
η〉 = 0 for ζ �= η. Therefore,

the near-field terms disappear and we obtain the following
scalar kernel:

G(r) = exp (ik0r)

ik0r
. (4)

The atomic dipoles are then described by a scalar β j , whose
dynamics is given by the scalar CDE:

β̇ j =
(

i� − �
(s)
0

2

)
β j − dEL

h̄
eikL ·r j − �

(s)
0

2

∑
m �= j

G(r jm)βm ,

(5)

where the natural decay rate differs by a factor 3/2 from
the vectorial one: �

(s)
0 = (3/2)�0. Note that the dipole ma-

trix element and the scattering cross section also differ by a
factor from the scalar to the vectorial case, showing that the
stationary response of the atoms also differ.

In the far-field limit (r 
 r j, 1/k0), where the electric
field is purely transversal, the vectorial kernel is approximated
by Gζ ,η(r − r j ) ≈ exp(ik0r)

ik0r (δζ ,η − n̂ζ n̂∗
η ) exp(−ik0n̂ · r j ), with

n̂ = r̂/r. Therefore, the intensity of the scattered light can be
computed as 〈Isc〉 ∝ 〈|Esc|2〉:

〈Isc(r, t )〉 ∝
〈∑

m, j

e−ik0n̂·r jm
∑
ζ ,η

(
δζ ,η − n̂ζ n̂∗

η

)
β

η
j β

ζ∗
m

〉
. (6)

Note that here 〈.〉 represents the average over many spatial
configurations of atomic positions. In our numerical results,
we choose the number of realizations Nr and the number of
atoms N such that their product is always the same: Nr × N =
60 000. Furthermore, considering the azimuthal symmetry (up
to the disorder), the obtained intensity is averaged over the
azimuthal angle φ. As for the scalar model (5), the electric
field reduces to

E (s)
sc (r, t ) = −i

dk3

4πε0

∑
m

G(r − rm)βm(t ), (7)

and the scattered intensity is given by 〈I (s)
sc 〉 ∝ 〈|E (s)

sc |2〉.
To study the decay dynamics, we first compute the steady

state of (1) or (5) by solving the linear problem when we set
β̇

ζ
j = 0 for any j and ζ (or β̇ j = 0 for any j in the scalar

model). Then this steady-state solution is used as an initial
condition to solve the same equation once the laser has been
switched off (EL = 0).

B. Atomic sample

We consider a spherical cloud of N motionless atoms with
a Gaussian density distribution ρG(r) = ρ exp(−r2/2R2),
where R is the rms radius and ρ = N/(

√
2πR)3 is the peak

density of the cloud. The resonant optical thickness of such
Gaussian cloud is b0 = 3N/(kR)2.

Because of the finite atom number that we can simulate
(up to several thousands), our study on the interplay between
optical thickness and density effects is limited by the range of
density for a fixed b0 (and vice versa) that can be achieved.
Furthermore, we also impose the condition R > λ in order
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to consider macroscopic samples. As a consequence the de-
pendence of the subradiant lifetime with b0 and ρλ3 can only
be studied piecewise. The range of density and on-resonant
optical thickness that we study here is ρλ3 = [0.8; 40] and
b0 = [2; 72], respectively.

Note that, as one increases the density of the cloud, the
probability that close pairs of atoms are generated becomes
higher. These pairs result in superradiant and subradiant
modes that are characterized by strong energy shifts [34]
(see, e.g., Fig. 4). When driving the system with a significant
detuning, some of those pairs may be resonant with the field
and consequently be strongly excited. They can then play a
significant role in the cloud radiation, despite involving few
atoms [35]. However, in an experimentally relevant situation,
atomic thermal motion and light-assisted collisions presum-
ably suppress the influence of those pairs. We thus only focus,
in this work, on the collective modes: those involving many
atoms. As a consequence, we hereinafter implement a hard-
sphere radius for atoms, i.e., an exclusion volume to impose
a minimal distance between the atoms, thus minimizing the
influence of pairs.

The results presented in Sec. III have been obtained
with a density-dependent exclusion volume defined as rmin =
ρ−1/3/π , since it allows us to explore high densities without
introducing significant positional correlations, while effi-
ciently removing the pairs. In Appendix A, we discuss in
more details the possible influence of pairs or of positional
correlations on the results presented in the following section.

III. SUBRADIANT DECAY DYNAMICS

A. Scaling of subradiance with vectorial light

To understand how near-field terms affect subradiance, we
monitor the scattered light intensity, using the vectorial CDEs.
The system is first driven to steady-state with a large detuning
� = −15�0. The subradiant decay rate is then computed from
a single-exponential fit of the computed normalized intensity
decay I (t )/I (0) = A exp(−t/τsub) at late times, according to
the procedure used in previous works [22,36]. Examples of
decay curves are presented in Fig. 1.

To illustrate the role of near-field terms on the late-time
dynamics, we present in Fig. 2 the subradiant lifetimes for
a set of different optical depths and densities. One can see
[Fig. 2(a)] that for lower densities the sets of data points
(b0, τsub) corresponding to different ρλ3 collapse on the same
line. It is also the case for the scalar model in the dilute regime
[22,36], and it shows that density effects are negligible for
the lowest densities. However, for ρλ3 � 5, the data sets do
not collapse any more: higher-density samples present shorter
subradiant lifetimes for a given optical depth. This effect of
higher densities is even clearer in Fig. 2(b), where we present
the subradiant lifetimes as a function of the density for sev-
eral values of b0. Again, for the lowest densities there is no
visible effect of the density on the long-lived emission, but
for ρλ3 � 5 the late lifetimes become shorter with increasing
densities.

We have checked that driving the sample with the opposite-
sign detuning, as well as with larger detuning, yields the
same result. This excludes density-induced collective shifts

FIG. 1. Temporal dynamics of the scattered light after the
switch-off of the driving field at t = 0, for a given optical depth
b0 = 14 and for several densities ρλ3. As the density is increased,
the decay at late times becomes slightly faster. The total scattered
light (all polarizations together) is computed from the vectorial CDE
model at θ = 45◦ from the laser propagation axis, after the system
has been driven to steady state with a laser detuned by � = −15�0

and with circular polarization σ−. The exclusion volume is rmin =
ρ−1/3/π .

FIG. 2. Subradiant lifetime τsub as a function of (a) the on-
resonance optical depth b0 for several densities of the sample ρλ3 and
(b) the density ρλ3 for several values of b0. The insets are close-ups
of the two lowest b0 data sets. The lifetimes τsub are obtained from an
exponential fit of the total scattered light intensity (vectorial model)
collected at θ = 45◦ in the fit range I/I0 = [10−6, 5 × 10−6]. The
parameters of the simulations are the same as in Fig. 1.
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[5,32,37–39] of the atomic resonance as a source of the ob-
served effect. We have also checked that using other late-time
fit intervals (for I (t )/I (0) < 10−4) leads to the same con-
clusion (see Ref. [36] for the discussion of the fit interval).
Finally, we have verified with several off-axis observation
angles θ = 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦ that the conclusion reached
from Fig. 2 is independent of the observation angle θ , pro-
vided it is outside the forward diffraction lobe, where peculiar
effects associated with superradiance may occur [40].

B. Comparison with the scalar model

The density-induced reduction of the subradiant lifetime
observed in Figs. 1 and 2 occurs in a density regime where
the typical distance r = ρ−1/3 between atoms is still larger
than 1/k0. For instance, ρλ3 = 30 corresponds to r  2/k0.
Therefore both the near-field and far-field terms contribute
substantially to the dipole-dipole interaction. It is thus in-
structive to compare the results with those obtained with the
scalar version of the CDEs, where the near-field contribution
is absent.

The comparison between the subradiant lifetimes obtained
in the two models is presented in Fig. 3. Note that, in the
scalar model, both the resonant optical thickness and the
natural decay rate differ by a factor 2/3 from their vectorial
version [b(s)

0 = 2N/(k0R)2 = (2/3)b0 and �
(s)
0 = (3/2)�0], so

simulations for a given optical thickness and density involve
different atom numbers in the scalar and vectorial models. We
also restrict ourselves to densities smaller than ρλ3 ≈ 20 to
avoid the Anderson-localized regime for scalar light [41].

As can be observed in Fig. 3, there is a qualitative differ-
ence between the scalar and vectorial subradiant lifetimes at
increasing densities. While in the vectorial case we observe
a decrease of τsub with the density, the behavior is opposite
with the scalar model: τsub increases with ρλ3 for a given
b0. This clearly demonstrates that the reduction of subradiant
lifetimes with the density is due to the near-field part of the
dipole-dipole interaction.

FIG. 3. Subradiant lifetimes as a function of the resonant optical
depth b0 for different densities obtained using the scalar (diamonds)
and vectorial models (filled circles). The fit interval is I (t )/I (0) =
[2 × 10−7, 10−6]. The parameters of the simulation are the same as
in Fig. 1.

C. van der Waals dephasing for subradiant modes

To gain further insight on these opposite behaviors for
scalar and vectorial waves, it is useful to recall the ef-
fect of polarizations on the superradiant emission. Originally
studied without accounting for near-field terms (i.e., with
atoms treated as pure two-level atoms, without internal struc-
ture), the superradiant cascade was addressed in two different
regimes [16]. In the case of a subwavelength cloud, it can
be assumed that a unique light mode is coupled to the sam-
ple, and the cooperativity parameter describing this coupling
is the number of particles N [29]. Differently, in the case
of a macroscopic cloud, such as that studied in the present
paper, the sample geometry plays a role and the resonant
optical thickness b0 is the relevant cooperativity parameter.
The importance of near-field terms in dense samples was later
recognized, showing that they are detrimental to superradi-
ance [17–20]. Coined “van der Waals dephasing” due to the
1/r3 decay they exhibit, the polarization-mixing terms break
the symmetry that was central to Dicke’s approach, since
he would assume the system to decay through a series of
symmetric states.

Note that there are two distinct symmetry-breaking effects.
The first one arises when the sample size is increased to be-
come comparable or larger than the optical wavelength: even
in the scalar light approximation, the atomic dipoles couple to
several optical modes, and the cooperativity parameter is then
given by the resonant optical thickness b0 rather than the parti-
cle number N , for macroscopic clouds. This effect was already
discussed in the seminal paper by Dicke [16]. Differently, van
der Waals dephasing corresponds to the strong energy shifts
induced by the nonpropagating near-field terms [20]. The in-
homogeneous broadening resulting from these terms leads to
a reduction of the cooperativity. For subwavelength samples,
the reduction of the N-factor enhancement characteristic of
superradiance stems from the increase of the density rather
than a modification of the system size. For these reasons, we
here call van der Waals dephasing the effect on cooperativity
of the increase of density, i.e., the rise of the near-field terms,
beyond the size effects.

Although we here address the single-excitation regime, the
observed behavior of the subradiant lifetimes is very consis-
tent with the picture developed for the superradiant cascade.
For the scalar model, when the density is increased for a
fixed b0, the system size reduces (since R ∝ b0/ρ); then, the
number of particles, N , is expected to start competing with b0

as the cooperativity parameter. This effect can be observed in
Fig. 3 where, for scalar light (diamond symbols), the subra-
diant lifetimes increases with the density, for a fixed b0. Note
that approaching the localization regime, for which the phase
transition is formally reached only for ρcλ

3 ≈ 21, may also
be responsible for this increase in lifetimes [8,9]. Differently,
for vectorial waves (dot symbols), clouds with larger densities
present a reduced subradiant lifetimes, confirming that the
scenario is very similar to that of the superradiant cascade.

To extend the analogy with superradiance, we now turn
to analyzing the evolution of the spectrum of eigenvalues
(λk = −�k/2 + i�k). For the single-excitation problem under
consideration, it is obtained by diagonalizing the matrices
Gζ ,η and G given by Eqs. (2) and (4). The spectrum for scalar
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FIG. 4. Eigenvalue distribution for two different densities, (a),
(c)ρλ3 = 6 and (b), (d) ρλ3 = 16 obtained using (a), (b) scalar and
(c), (d) vectorial models. The resonant optical depth is b0 = 20 for
both and the number of realizations is (a) Nr = 36, (b) Nr = 255,
(c) Nr = 40, and (d) Nr = 285 such that the number of eigenvalues
is the same in all cases. Here there is no exclusion volume and the
detuning of the driving laser is � = −15� (for the sake of consis-
tency with the CDEs, which are written in the laser-rotating frame,
the eigenenergies are also shifted by �). The color code corresponds
to the logarithm of the eigenstate density.

light is presented in Fig. 4 for clouds with respective density
ρλ3 = 6 [Fig. 4(a)] and 16 [Fig. 4(b)], both with an optical
thickness b0 = 20. With the increasing density, longer-lived
modes appear at the bottom of the distribution, in agreement
with the increase of the subradiant lifetimes reported in Fig. 3.
In this case, the broadening of the eigenvalue distribution is
very limited.

In contrast, in the presence of near-field terms, the increase
in density [from Fig. 4(c) to 4(d)] is characterized by a strong
broadening of the spectrum, and the subradiant tail of the
distribution is particularly affected. In addition, the longest-
lived states disappear with the increasing density for a given
b0. Thus, this broadening is at the origin of the reduction of
subradiance. While we here focus on the dynamical features
of the scattering, it is interesting to note that inhomogeneous
broadening has also been identified as a limiting mechanism
for the increase of the refractive index at large densities [14].

IV. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In conclusion, we have reported on the effect of density
on subradiance in large atomic clouds. For densities ρλ3 � 5,
near-field terms induce an inhomogeneous broadening which
acts against cooperative effects. This van der Waals dephas-
ing for subradiance presents very similar features as the one
discussed for superradiance [20], where considering smaller
samples (in order to increase the density, for a given optical
thickness) leads to an increase of cooperativity for scalar
waves, and a decrease for vectorial waves.

However, a quantitative difference between subradiance
and superradiance is encountered in the densities at which
such effects manifest. For the densities studied throughout

this paper, superradiance is not substantially affected. This
difference can be attributed by the very different timescales
involved in each phenomenon. Indeed, superradiance is very
fast, with timescales shorter than �−1

0 , so a very strong broad-
ening is required to affect the dynamics over these short times.
Differently, subradiance corresponds to modes with lifetimes
of many units of �−1

0 , making them much more sensitive to
the broadening induced by the near-field terms. This analysis
is confirmed by the fact that superradiance is more robust than
subradiance against inhomogeneous broadening induced by
thermal motion [42,43].

Apart from the dynamical effects of sub- and superra-
diance, this inhomogeneous broadening was also shown to
prevent Anderson localization of light [8,9] and large re-
fractive indexes [14]. Inspired by the proposals to recover
Anderson localization using a magnetic field to decouple the
polarization channels [10,11], one can imagine enhancing the
subradiant lifetimes by applying a similar scheme [28,44].
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APPENDIX A: EXCLUSION VOLUME

In this Appendix we discuss the choice of a density-
dependent exclusion volume, introduced to suppress the
influence of pairs of very close atoms. First, we check that,
with this exclusion volume, pairs indeed do not play a sig-
nificant role in the decay dynamics. Second, we check that
the observed density effect cannot be attributed to the small
amount of positional correlations introduced by the exclusion
volume.

1. Influence of subradiant pairs

A safe method to remove the pairs is to use an exclusion
radius rmin = π/k0, value above which the decay rates of pairs
becomes very close to �0. However this is only appropriate
for investigating dilute samples [22,36] since it is not possible
to reach densities higher than ρλ3 ≈ 8. Here we thus use a
less stringent condition with the density-dependent exclusion
volume rmin = ρ−1/3/π [46]. However it is then necessary
to check that the remaining pairs are not responsible for the
observed effects.
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FIG. 5. Vectorial model. (a), (b) Eigenvalue distribution of the collective coupled-dipole modes computed without any exclusion volume
and with (a) a red-detuned driving laser � = −15�0 and (b) a blue-detuned laser � = +15�0. The two subradiant pair branches (with
IPR ≈ 0.5) are asymmetric: for a given interatomic distance they have different frequencies and lifetimes. The extent of the branches is
very long and, depending on the sign of the detuning, one of the branches crosses the resonance �k = 0 [45]. The black lines correspond
to the analytical expressions with a cutoff corresponding to the exclusion volume rmin = ρ−1/3/π . Here b0 = 30, ρλ3 = 20. (c) Decay of the
scattered light collected at θ = 45◦ for opposite sign detunings and for different exclusion volumes. Without any exclusion volume the entire
long-lived dynamics is influenced by pairs, with a noticeable difference between detunings of opposite signs (green lines). On the contrary,
for rmin = ρ−1/3/π , the decay dynamics is independent of the sign of the detuning. With rmin = 0.5/k0, only the intermediate dynamics is
independent of the sign of the detuning and for very late times the decay for � = +15�0 starts to be slower, showing the influence of pairs.
(d) Decay of the light scattered at θ = 90◦ decomposed into two polarization channels: parallel (‖) and orthogonal (⊥) to the scattering
plane, which is defined by the wave vector of the incoming laser beam and the observation direction. Without any exclusion volume, both
superradiant and subradiant parts are partially polarized. With the exclusion volume rmin = ρ−1/3/π , the superradiant part is polarized while
the subradiant part is depolarized. Inset shows two polarization channels of light scattered at θ = 90◦ for the exclusion volume rmin = 0.5/k0.
For red detuning, the entire subradiant part is depolarized, whereas for blue detuning, light is depolarized at intermediate times and at late
times, when there is an influence of pairs, it becomes polarized. For panels (c) and (d), b0 = 16, ρλ3 = 10.

First of all we illustrate in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) the maximum
extent of the pair branches in the eigenvalue distribution for
ρλ3 = 10. The exclusion volume indeed introduces a cutoff in
the pair branches [see black lines in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)] given
by the eigenvalues corresponding to the minimum distance.
On the eigenenergy axis �k the branches stop well before
reaching the resonance, showing that the pairs are not par-
ticularly well coupled to the driving field in comparison with
all the other collective modes [45], while on the decay rate
axis �k it also stops at a value larger than the longest-lived
collective modes. We have checked that this observation holds
true for all data shown in this paper. Moreover, the subradiant
lifetimes obtained from the exponential fit at late times are
longer than the lifetimes of the remaining pairs with the cutoff.

Another test which we performed to check the role of
pairs is the red-blue asymmetry. For a given distance the
pairs results in two subradiant modes with different decay
rates. This manifests with a decay dynamics that strongly
depends on the sign of the detuning. This effect is shown in
Fig. 5(c), where we plot the decay for positive and negative
detuning � = ±15�0, with and without exclusion volume.
For the sake of illustration we also show the results obtained
with an exclusion volume defined by a fixed minimal distance
rmin = 0.5/k0. Although it removes most of the pairs, at very
late time the decay becomes dominated by the pairs for � =
+15�0, but not for � = −15�0. Here a red-blue asymmetry
appears. However, for all data presented in this paper (Figs. 2
and 3), we have checked that we obtain the same results with
the opposite sign of the detuning.

Furthermore, another qualitative difference between col-
lective long-lived modes and subradiant pairs is the polar-
ization of the scattered light. By driving the system with a
circular polarization and computing the light scattered at θ =
90◦ from the incident direction, we have obtained that sub-
radiant light is fully depolarized when the density-dependent
exclusion volume is used. On the contrary, when the scat-
tered light mainly comes from subradiant pairs (as is the
case with large detuning, at late times and without exclusion
volume [35]), we obtain a significant imbalance between the
two orthogonal polarization channels, see Fig. 5(d). As pre-
viously, we also show in the inset of Fig. 5(d) the result with
rmin = 0.5/k0 for the two signs of the detuning and we observe
that at late times, a slight polarization imbalance appears for
the positive detuning only, which corroborates our previous
observations. Here again, we have checked for all data that
the long-lived dynamics is depolarized.

Interestingly, we note that collective long-lived modes
yields depolarized light while the superradiant early decay
measured at θ = 90◦ is linearly polarized (orthogonal to the
scattering plane). This is fully consistent with an interpre-
tation of superradiance based on a single-scattering event
embedded in an effective medium, as discussed recently [43].
Without exclusion volume though, superradiance also has a
contribution from pairs, which creates some polarization com-
ponent in the scattering plane (≈10%), as seen in the early
decay in Fig. 5(d).

Finally, we also computed the decay dynamics with a
drive on resonance (not shown here), for which we expect
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to populate the most long-lived collective modes [45] rather
than the pairs, since the latter are shifted in energy. With or
without exclusion volume, we observe a similar reduction on
the lifetimes for increasing density.

Together, these tests clearly demonstrate that the reduction
of the subradiant lifetime for increasing density cannot be
attributed to pair physics.

2. Influence of positional correlations

Imposing an exclusion volume actually induces some
correlations in the atomic positions. This correlated disor-
der, in turn, affects the light scattering properties (see, e.g.,
Refs. [47–50]). In particular, increasing the density at fixed
exclusion volume or increasing the exclusion volume at fixed
density enhances the positional correlations. In Fig. 6(a) we
show that the lifetimes obtained with two different types of
exclusion volume lead to very similar results.

Quantitatively, though, there is a very small influence of the
correlations introduced by the exclusion volume, which can
be better characterized by plotting the subradiant lifetime as a
function of rmin [Fig. 6(b)]: The subradiant lifetime slightly
increases with increasing exclusion volume. Note that this
behavior does not come from pairs since pairs would produce
the opposite effect. Moreover, this shows that an increase of
the positional correlations yields an increase of the subradiant
lifetime. As a consequence, the decrease of the subradiant
lifetimes observed for increasing density cannot be attributed
to correlations. Therefore, we can conclude that in our work
correlated disorder only has a small marginal role on lifetimes
and is not causing the reported density effects.

FIG. 6. Vectorial model. (a) Comparison of subradiant life-
times obtained with rmin = ρ−1/3/π (full circles) and rmin = 0.5/k
(diamonds) with a red-detuned laser � = −15�0. (b) Subradiant
lifetimes as a function of the exclusion volume rmin for b0 = 16,
ρλ3 = 10 and a red-detuned laser � = −15�. Lifetimes were ob-
tained in the fit range I/I0 = [10−6, 5 × 10−6].
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